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ABSTRACT
We present a new Hubble Space Telescope (HST) Cosmic Origins Spectrograph
(COS) absorption-line survey to study halo gas around 16 luminous red galaxies
(LRGs) at z = 0.21 − 0.55. The LRGs are selected uniformly with stellar mass
Mstar > 10
11 M and no prior knowledge of the presence/absence of any absorption
features. Based on observations of the full Lyman series, we obtain accurate mea-
surements of neutral hydrogen column density N(H I) and find that high-N(H I) gas
is common in these massive quiescent halos with a median of 〈 log N(H I)〉 = 16.6 at
projected distances d<∼160 kpc. We measure a mean covering fraction of optically-thick
gas with log N(H I)>∼ 17.2 of 〈κ〉LLS = 0.44+0.12−0.11 at d<∼ 160 kpc and 〈κ〉LLS = 0.71+0.11−0.20
at d <∼ 100 kpc. The line-of-sight velocity separations between the H I absorbing gas
and LRGs are characterized by a mean and dispersion of 〈 vgas−gal〉 = 29 km s−1 and
σ〈 vgas−gal〉 = 171 km s
−1. Combining COS far-ultraviolet and ground-based echelle
spectra provides an expanded spectral coverage for multiple ionic transitions, from
low-ionization Mg II and Si II, to intermediate ionization Si III and C III, and to high-
ionization O VI absorption lines. We find that intermediate ions probed by C III and Si III
are the most prominent UV metal lines in LRG halos with a mean covering fraction
of 〈κ(C III)〉0.1 = 0.75+0.08−0.13 for Wr(977) > 0.1 A˚ at d < 160 kpc, comparable to what
is seen for C III in L∗ and sub-L∗ star-forming and red galaxies but exceeding Mg II
or O VI in quiescent halos. The COS-LRG survey shows that massive quiescent halos
contain widespread chemically-enriched cool gas and that little distinction between
LRG and star-forming halos is found in their H I and C III content.
Key words: surveys – galaxies: haloes – galaxies: elliptical and lenticular, cD –
quasars: absorption lines – intergalactic medium – galaxies: formation
? Based on data gathered with the 6.5m Magellan Telescopes
located at Las Campanas Observatory, the W. M. Keck Observa-
tory, and the NASA/ESA Hubble Space Telescope operated by
the Space Telescope Science Institute and the Association of Uni-
versities for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under NASA contract
NAS 5-26555.
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‡ Hubble & Carnegie-Princeton Fellow
1 INTRODUCTION
The circumgalactic medium (CGM), located in the
space between galaxies and the intergalactic medium (IGM),
is regulated by the complex interaction between IGM accre-
tion and stellar feedback. An accurate characterization of
the CGM is therefore critical for understanding how galax-
ies grow and evolve. Previous analytical calculations and hy-
drodynamical simulations have suggested that chemically-
pristine gas accreted from the IGM by low-mass galaxies
c© 2017 The Authors
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in less massive dark matter halos (Mhalo
<
∼ 10
12 M) is cool
and never shock-heated to the virial temperature of the dark
matter halo, whereas more massive halos acquire their gas
through a hot channel in which the gas is shock-heated to
temperatures T >∼ 10
6 K (see Faucher-Gigue`re 2017 for a
recent review and a list of references). At the same time,
both cosmological simulations and observations of the high-
redshift Universe have also highlighted the importance of
supergalactic winds in enriching the CGM of star-forming
galaxies and the underdense IGM with heavy elements (see
van de Voort 2017 for a recent review and related references).
The presence of heavy elements in turn alters the thermal
state of the gas.
Over the last decade, substantial effort has been made
to understand the physical mechanisms driving the evolu-
tion of the CGM (see Chen 2017a and Tumlinson et al. 2017
for recent reviews), but the origin of the cool, T ∼ 104−5
K circumgalactic gas is largely uncertain. In particular, the
observed high incidence of chemically-enriched cool gas in
the vicinities of luminous red galaxies (LRGs; e.g., Gauthier
et al. 2009, 2010, Lundgren et al. 2009; Gauthier & Chen
2011; Bowen & Chelouche 2011; Zhu et al. 2014; Huang et
al.2016) remains a puzzle, because LRGs are massive ellip-
tical galaxies at z ∼ 0.5 and cool gas is not expected to
survive in their host halos.
By design, the LRGs are selected in the Sloan Digi-
tal Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000) to exhibit col-
ors that resemble nearby elliptical galaxies (Eisenstein et
al. 2001). They are characterized by luminosities of >∼ 3L∗
and stellar masses of Mstar
>
∼ 10
11M at z ≈ 0.5 (e.g., To-
jeiro et al. 2011), and exhibit little on-going or recent star
formation (e.g., Roseboom et al. 2006; Gauthier & Chen
2011; Huang et al. 2016). The observed strong clustering
amplitude of these galaxies indicates that they reside in ha-
los of Mhalo
>
∼ 10
13 M (e.g., Zheng et al. 2007; Blake et
al. 2008; Padmanabhan et al. 2007). Independent studies
have also shown that more than 90% of massive galaxies
with Mstar
>
∼ 10
11 M in the local universe contain primarily
evolved stellar populations (e.g., Peng et al. 2010; Tinker et
al. 2013), making the LRGs an ideal laboratory for studying
the cold gas content in massive quiescent halos.
Gauthier et al. (2009) noted that the cross-correlation
signal of photometrically selected LRGs and Mg II absorbers
(z ∼ 0.5) is comparable to the LRG auto-correlation on
scales of rp
<
∼400 kpc. The comparable clustering amplitudes
on scales of the LRG halo size suggests that a large fraction
of the LRGs host a Mg II absorber, which is understood to
originate in photo-ionized gas of temperature T ∼ 104 K
(Bergeron & Stas´ınska 1986; Charlton et al. 2003) and trace
high-column density clouds of neutral hydrogen column den-
sity N(H I) ≈ 1016 − 1022 cm−2 (Rao et al. 2006). Subse-
quent spectroscopic studies have indeed uncovered strong
Mg II absorbers in a significant fraction of LRG halos with
a mean covering fraction of κ(Mg II) >∼ 15 (5)% at projected
distances d < 120 (500) kpc (Gauthier et al. 2010; Huang
et al. 2016). In addition, strong Lyα absorption is found
common around early-type galaxies at 〈 z 〉 ≈ 0.2 (Thom
et al. 2012; Tumlinson et al. 2013). Furthermore, utilizing
multiply-lensed QSOs, Zahedy et al. (2016, 2017a) examined
the gas content of the lensing galaxies, which are also mas-
sive ellipticals at z = 0.4− 0.7, and found that high column
density gas exists at projected distances as small as ≈ 3−15
kpc from these ellipticals. While absorption-line studies con-
tinue to show the presence of chemically-enriched cool gas
around red galaxies at intermediate redshifts, local 21 cm
and CO surveys of elliptical galaxies have also uncovered
cold atomic and/or molecular gas in > 30% of nearby ellip-
ticals (e.g., Oosterloo et al. 2010; Serra et al. 2012; Young
et al. 2014). Together, these independent studies show that
cool gas outlasts star formation in massive quiescent halos
over an extended cosmic time period.
The presence of cool gas in massive halos challenges
theoretical expectations of gaseous halos from both simple
analytic models and numerical simulations. The predomi-
nantly old stellar population and quiescent state in these
passive galaxies also make it difficult to apply feedback due
to starburst and active galactic nuclei (AGN) as a general
explanation for the presence of these absorbers (e.g., Rah-
mati et al. 2015; Faucher-Gigue`re et al. 2016). Applying the
large number of SDSS Mg II absorption observations of LRGs
at intermediate redshifts to test theoretical predictions re-
quires knowledge of the ionization state and metallicity of
the gas, which are not available in most cases. To facilitate
direct and quantitative comparisons between observations
and theoretical predictions, we are carrying out a systematic
study of the CGM around LRGs using the Cosmic Origins
Spectrograph (COS) on board the Hubble Space Telescope
(HST). The spectral coverage of COS enables observations
of the full H I Lyman series transitions and metal absorption
features that probe halo gas under different ionization con-
ditions, including C IIIλ 977, O VIλλ 1031, 1037, Si IIIλ 1206,
and Si IIλ 1260. The LRGs in our sample are selected based
only on their proximity to the sightline of a UV bright back-
ground QSO. No prior knowledge of the halo gas properties
was used in the selection. Here we present initial results from
our program.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we de-
scribe the design of the COS-LRG program and related spec-
troscopic observations. In Section 3, we present absorption-
line measurements. In Section 4, we discuss the general prop-
erties found for LRG halos and their implications. We adopt
a standard Λ cosmology, ΩM = 0.3 and ΩΛ=0.7 with a Hub-
ble constant H0 = 70 km s
−1 Mpc−1 throughout the paper.
2 THE COS-LRG PROGRAM
To advance a deeper understanding of gas properties
in massive quiescent halos, we are carrying out a COS-LRG
program for a systematic study of the CGM around LRGs at
intermediate redshifts. The primary goals of the program are
(1) to obtain accurate and precise measurements of neutral
hydrogen column density N(H I) based on observations of
the full hydrogen Lyman series and (2) to constrain the ion-
ization state and chemical enrichment in massive quiescent
halos based on observations of a suite of ionic transitions.
The LRGs in our sample are selected without prior knowl-
edge of the presence/absence of any absorption features in
the halos and therefore enable an accurate assessment of the
chemical enrichment level in these massive quiescent halos.
Here we describe our program design and associated spec-
troscopic data for the subsequent absorption-line studies.
MNRAS 000, 1–19 (2017)
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Table 1. Summary of the QSO–LRG Pair Sample
QSO LRG
FUV θ d
ID zQSO (mag) ID zLRG (arcsec) (kpc) (u− g)rest Mr log Mstar/Ma
SDSSJ 094631.69+512339.9 0.741 18.4 SDSSJ 094632.40+512335.9 0.4076 7.7 41.7 1.71± 0.12 −22.42± 0.06 11.2
SDSSJ 140626.60+250921.0 0.867 18.3 SDSSJ 140625.97+250923.2 0.4004 8.8 47.3 1.77± 0.11 −22.36± 0.04 11.1
SDSSJ 111132.18+554726.1 0.766 17.5 SDSSJ 111132.33+554712.8 0.4629 13.2 77.1 1.60± 0.08 −23.15± 0.07 11.4
SDSSJ 080359.23+433258.3 0.449 18.4 SDSSJ 080357.74+433309.9b 0.2535 19.9 78.5 1.69± 0.04 −22.36± 0.02 11.1
SDSSJ 092554.70+400414.1 0.471 18.2 SDSSJ 092554.18+400353.4b 0.2475 21.6 83.7 1.82± 0.04 −22.28± 0.02 11.1
SDSSJ 095000.73+483129.2 0.590 17.9 SDSSJ 095000.86+483102.2b 0.2119 27.1 93.7 1.64± 0.03 −22.27± 0.02 11.0
SDSSJ 112756.76+115427.1 0.509 18.1 SDSSJ 112755.83+115438.3 0.4237 17.7 98.7 1.93± 0.16 −22.45± 0.06 11.2
SDSSJ 124307.57+353907.1 0.547 18.4 SDSSJ 124307.36+353926.3 0.3896 19.3 102.2 1.90± 0.11 −22.81± 0.04 11.3
SDSSJ 155048.29+400144.9 0.497 18.1 SDSSJ 155047.70+400122.6b 0.3125 23.3 106.7 1.54± 0.05 −22.51± 0.02 11.2
SDSSJ 024651.91−005930.9 0.468 18.0 SDSSJ 024651.20−005914.1 0.4105 19.9 108.6 1.75± 0.07 −23.02± 0.03 11.4
SDSSJ 135726.27+043541.4 1.233 19.2 SDSSJ 135727.27+043603.3 0.3296 26.5 125.9 1.77± 0.07 −22.71± 0.03 11.3
SDSSJ 091029.75+101413.5 0.463 18.5 SDSSJ 091027.70+101357.2b 0.2641 34.4 140.1 1.77± 0.04 −22.69± 0.02 11.2
SDSSJ 141309.14+092011.2 0.460 17.5 SDSSJ 141307.39+091956.7 0.3584 29.8 149.2 1.70± 0.05 −23.83± 0.02 11.7
SDSSJ 155304.92+354828.6 0.721 17.7 SDSSJ 155304.32+354853.9 0.4736 26.3 155.9 1.54± 0.11 −22.15± 0.11 11.0
SDSSJ 125901.67+413055.8 0.745 18.4 SDSSJ 125859.98+413128.2 0.2790 37.6 159.1 1.71± 0.03 −23.49± 0.02 11.6
SDSSJ 124410.82+172104.6 1.282 18.4 SDSSJ 124409.17+172111.9 0.5591 24.8 160.1 1.73± 0.06 −23.35± 0.09 11.5
aUncertainties in Mstar are known to be better than 0.2 dex (e.g., Conroy 2013).
bCOS-Halos red galaxies that match our LRG selection criteria; projected distances updated based on our own calculations.
2.1 Program Design
To establish a uniform sample of LRGs for a comprehen-
sive study of the ionization state and chemical enrichment
in massive quiescent halos, we cross-correlated UV-bright
quasars with FUV<∼18.5 mag and all LRGs found at z
>
∼0.26
in the literature. We identified spectroscopically confirmed
LRGs in the SDSS archive that occur at d <∼ 160 kpc from
the sightline of a UV-bright background quasar to ensure
that high-resolution (R ≡ λ/∆λ ≈ 18000) FUV absorp-
tion spectra of the QSOs can be obtained using the Cos-
mic Origins Spectrograph (COS) on board the Hubble Space
Telescope (HST) for observing and resolving weak ionic ab-
sorption features. The maximum projected distance d = 160
kpc corresponds to roughly 1/3 of the virial radius (Rvir) of
a 1013 M dark matter halo. It was motivated by the SDSS
Mg II survey of Huang et al. (2016), who found a mean cov-
ering fraction of > 10% at d 6 160 kpc around LRGs for
Wr(2796) > 0.3 A˚ absorbers and > 70% for weaker ones
with Wr(2796) > 0.1 A˚. We limited our search to LRGs
at z >∼ 0.26 to ensure the ability to constrain neutral hy-
drogen column density, N(H I), from observations of higher-
order Lyman absorption series. In addition, we restricted our
search to LRGs that occur at a line-of-sight velocity differ-
ence of ∆v < −10, 000 km s−1 from the background QSO,
to avoid confusion with outflowing gas from the quasar (e.g.,
Wild et al. 2008).
This exercise yielded a unique sample of 16 LRGs with a
UV-bright background QSO found at d <∼ 160 kpc. Because
both UV bright QSOs and LRGs are rare, the number of
projected LRG-QSO pairs with close separations is small.
This modest sample size underscores the challenge of prob-
ing the CGM in massive quiescent halos using absorption-
line techniques. A summary of the LRG–QSO pair sample is
presented in Table 1, which lists for each pair the QSO ID,
redshift (zQSO), and FUV magnitude observed by GALEX
in the first three columns, and the LRG ID, redshift (zLRG),
angular distance (θ) and the corresponding physical pro-
jected distance (d) to the QSO sightline, the rest-frame u−g
color, rest-frame r-band magnitude (Mr), and total stellar
mass (Mstar) in the following seven columns. For each LRG,
the rest-frame u− g color and Mr were estimated by inter-
polating between available optical broad-band photometry
in the observed SDSS u, g, r, i, and z bandpasses, and Mstar
was estimated using the K-correct code (Blanton & Roweis
2007) for a Chabrier Initial Mass Function (Chabrier 2003).
Error bars in u − g and Mr reflect 1-σ uncertainties in the
photometric measurements. Uncertainties in Mstar are un-
derstood to be dominated by systematic differences in the
model priors and are known to be less than 0.2 dex (e.g.,
Moustakas et al. 2013; Conroy 2013).
Five of the LRGs in our sample overlap with the COS-
Halos red galaxy subsample (e.g., Tumlinson et al. 2011;
Thom et al. 2012). Comparisons of our COS-LRG sample
with the red galaxies studied by the COS-Halos team (e.g.,
Thom et al. 2012) are presented in Figure 1, which dis-
plays the Mstar versus d distribution in the top panel and
the Mstar versus z distribution in the bottom panel. Note
that we have re-calculated Mstar for all COS-Halos galaxies
based on available SDSS photometric measurements. Our
estimates of Mstar using K-correct are found to be system-
atically lower than those reported in Werk et al. (2012)
by 0.2 dex. The discrepancy can be attributed to a differ-
ent stellar initial mass functions adopted by these authors.
For consistency, we adopt our Mstar estimates for all COS-
Halos galaxies in comparisons with the COS-LRG sample.
In addition, one galaxy in the COS-Halos red galaxy sam-
ple (J1617+0638 253 39) satisfies our mass selected criterion
but is not included in the COS-LRG sample. This red galaxy
occurs at d = 101 kpc from the background QSO sightline
and has Mstar ≈ 2 × 1011 M, but the redshift is too low
that the Lyman series transitions are not covered by avail-
able COS spectra. While Lyα is not detected with a 2-σ
upper limit to the rest-frame absorption equivalent width of
Wr(1215) = 0.14 A˚ (Thom et al. 2012), we exclude this from
the COS-LRG in order not to bias subsequent analysis on
the incidence of cool gas in these massive halos. We also note
that one of the COS-Halos red galaxies, J1133+032 110 5 at
z = 0.237 and d = 18 kpc (red diamond with a dotted circle
in Figure 1), has a neighboring QSO at the same redshift
and d = 124 kpc. Quasar host halos have been shown to ex-
hibit CGM properties that are different from both starburst
MNRAS 000, 1–19 (2017)
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COS-Halos Red
COS-LRG
Figure 1. Comparisons of the LRGs in our studies (orange filled
circles) and the red galaxies in the COS-Halos sample (red di-
amonds) considered by Thom et al. (2012). The LRGs form
a unique, mass-limited sample of quiescent galaxies located at
d <∼ 160 kpc from a UV bright background QSO. Mstar of the
LRGs ranges from log Mstar = 11 to log Mstar /M = 11.7
with a median of 〈Mstar /M 〉COS−LRG = 11.2. In contrast,
the COS-Halos red galaxies span a wide range in Mstar from
log Mstar /M = 10.3 to log Mstar /M = 11.3 with a median
of 〈Mstar /M 〉COS−HalosRed = 10.8. Note that one of the COS-
Halos red galaxies, J1133+032 110 5 at z = 0.237 and d = 18 kpc
(red diamond with a dotted circle), has a neighboring QSO at the
same redshift and d = 124 kpc. Five of the remaining COS-Halos
red galaxies satisfy the LRG selection criteria, and are therefore
included in the LRG sample. These are shown in both sets of
symbols. We have re-calculated both Mstar and d ourselves for
consistency, which led to small offsets in d.
and passive galaxies (e.g., Prochaska et al. 2014; Johnson et
al. 2015a; see also Chen 2017b for relevant discussions).
Figure 1 demonstrates that the LRGs form a uni-
form sample of high-mass halos with Mstar ranging from
log Mstar /M = 11 to log Mstar /M = 11.7 and
a median of 〈 log Mstar /M 〉COS−LRG = 11.2 over the
redshift range from z = 0.21 to z = 0.55. In con-
trast, the COS-Halos red galaxy sample includes pre-
dominantly lower-mass halos with Mstar ranging from
log Mstar /M = 10.3 to log Mstar /M = 11.3 and a me-
dian of 〈 log Mstar /M 〉COS−HalosRed = 10.8 over the red-
shift range from z = 0.14 to z = 0.27. The COS-LRG sample
therefore offers a unique opportunity both for studying the
Table 2. Journal of HST COS Observations
QSO Grating texp (s) PID
SDSSJ 024651.91−005930.9 G130M/G160M 5121/11129 14145
SDSSJ 080359.23+433258.3 G130M/G160M 5207/6110 11598
SDSSJ 091029.75+101413.5 G130M/G160M 4913/8700 11598
SDSSJ 092554.70+400414.1 G130M/G160M 3765/4303 11598
SDSSJ 094631.69+512339.9 G130M/G160M 5655/15166 14145
SDSSJ 095000.73+483129.2 G130M/G160M 2445/2927 11598
G130M 2488 13033
SDSSJ 111132.18+554726.1 G130M/G160M 8388/8850 12025
SDSSJ 112756.76+115427.1 G130M/G160M 5147/11173 14145
SDSSJ 124307.57+353907.1 G130M/G160M 10446/20286 14145
SDSSJ 124410.82+172104.6 G160M 7172 12466
SDSSJ 125901.67+413055.8 G130M/G160M 8230/14223 13833
SDSSJ 135726.27+043541.4 G130M/G160M 14148/28205 12264
SDSSJ 140626.60+250921.0 G130M/G160M 5195/14184 14145
SDSSJ 141309.14+092011.2 G130M/G160M 4959/8138 13833
SDSSJ 155048.29+400144.9 G130M/G160M 3804/4160 11598
SDSSJ 155304.92+354828.6 G130M/G160M 2114/2837 11598
CGM in the most massive individual galaxy halos and for
comparison with less massive but still quiescent systems.
2.2 COS UV Spectroscopy
High-resolution FUV absorption spectra of the back-
ground QSOs are available either from our own COS pro-
gram (PID = 14145) or in the HST COS data archive. COS
with the G130M and G160M gratings and different cen-
tral wavelengths offers a contiguous spectral coverage from
λ ≈ 1140 A˚ to λ ≈ 1780 A˚, with a spectral resolution of
Full-Width-at-Half-Maximum FWHM ≈ 17 km s−1. The
spectral coverage of COS enables observations of the full
H I Lyman series transitions and metal absorption features
that probe halo gas under different ionization conditions.
Common metal absorption lines observable by COS include
C IIIλ 977, O VIλλ 1031, 1037, Si IIIλ 1206, and Si IIλ 1260.
A summary of the COS observations is presented in Table
2, which lists for each QSO the grating used for the spec-
tra, the total exposure time per grating in seconds, and the
program ID under which the data were obtained. Table 2
shows that all but one of the 16 QSOs have both G130M and
G160M spectra available. Although only G160M spectra are
available in the HST archive for SDSSJ 124410.82+172104.6,
the LRG in this field occurs at sufficiently high redshift
(zLRG = 0.5591) that the G160M alone already provides
the full coverage for its associated Lyman series transitions.
For each QSO, individual one-dimensional spectra pro-
duced by the CALCOS pipeline were retrieved from the HST
archive, and further processed using our own software. The
wavelength calibration for COS spectra has been shown to
contain wavelength-dependent errors up to ≈ 15 km s−1
(e.g., Johnson et al. 2013; Liang & Chen 2014; Wakker et
al. 2015), leading to apparent misalignments of spectral fea-
tures between different exposures. Additional wavelength
calibration effort is therefore needed both to optimize the
signal-to-noise (S/N) in the final combined spectrum and
to ensure the accuracy in measuring the kinematic proper-
ties of different absorption features.
We developed our own software to perform this neces-
sary wavelength calibration in two steps. First, we corrected
the relative wavelength offsets between individual spectra
using a low-order polynomial that best describes the off-
sets between common absorption lines found in different
MNRAS 000, 1–19 (2017)
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exposures. The common absorption lines include both in-
tervening absorbers at z > 0 and strong Milky Way fea-
tures, such as Si IIIλ 1206 and C IIλ 1334 in the G130M data
and Si IIλ 1526 and Al IIλ 1670 in the G160M data. Indi-
vidual wavelength-corrected spectra were then coadded to
form a final combined spectrum. Next, an absolute wave-
length correction was performed using a low-order polyno-
mial by registering unsaturated low-ionization Milky Way
features to their known wavelengths in vacuum. In gen-
eral, the absolute wavelength calibration for the G160M
spectra was more challenging than the G130M data due to
the fact that fewer unsaturated lines were available. The
final solution was evaluated and verified using available Ly-
man series of strong intervening H I absorbers across the
full spectral range. In some cases, a new solution for the
G160M spectrum was obtained using only a constant wave-
length offset that was determined based on absorption fea-
tures in the overlapping window between the G130M and
G160M data. When comparing the velocity centroids be-
tween low-ionization lines observed in COS and those of
Mg IIλλ 2796, 2803 lines observed in ground-based echelle
spectra (FWHM ≈ 10 km s−1; see the discussion in § 2.3),
we found that the final wavelength solution generated from
our software is accurate to within ±3 km s−1. Finally, each
combined spectrum was continuum normalized using a low-
order polynomial fit to spectral regions free of strong ab-
sorption features. The final continuum-normalized spectra
have a median S/N ≈ 10− 30 per resolution element.
2.3 Optical Echelle Spectroscopy
Optical echelle spectra of the background QSOs
are available for 11 of the 16 QSOs in the COS-LRG
sample. These echelle spectra extend the wavelength
coverage of absorption spectroscopy from λ >∼ 3300 A˚
to λ >∼ 5000 A˚, providing additional constraints based
on observations of the Fe II absorption series, the
Mg IIλλ 2796, 2803 doublet features, and Mg Iλ 2852
absorption. Specifically, optical echelle spectra of
SDSSJ 024651.91−005930.9, SDSSJ 112756.76+115427.1,
SDSSJ 124410.82+172104.6, SDSSJ 135726.27+043541.4,
and SDSSJ 140626.60+250921.0 were obtained using the
MIKE echelle spectrograph (Bernstein et al. 2003) on the
Magellan Clay telescope. The observations were carried
out in three separate runs in September 2016, January
2017, and April 2017. We used a 1′′ slit and 2 × 2 bin-
ning during readout, resulting in a spectral resolution of
FWHM ≈ 11 km s−1at wavelength λ < 5000 A˚. The echelle
data were processed and extracted using a custom software
described in Chen et al. (2014) and in Zahedy et al. (2016).
Wavelengths were calibrated using a ThAr frame obtained
immediately after each science exposure and subsequently
corrected to vacuum and heliocentric wavelengths. Rela-
tive flux calibrations were performed using a sensitivity
function determined from a spectrophotometric standard
star observed on the same night as the QSOs. Individual
flux-calibrated echelle orders from different exposures were
then coadded and combined to form a single final spectrum
that covers a wavelength range from λ ≈ 3300 A˚ to
λ ≈ 9500 A˚ for each QSO. Finally, the combined spectrum
was continuum normalized using a low-order polynomial fit
to the spectral regions free of strong absorption features.
Table 3. Journal of Optical Echelle Observations
QSO Instrument texp (s) S/N
SDSSJ 024651.91−005930.9 MIKE 3000 41
SDSSJ 080359.23+433258.3 HIRES 6000 24
SDSSJ 091029.75+101413.5 HIRES 2400 15
SDSSJ 092554.70+400414.1 HIRES 2400 16
SDSSJ 095000.73+483129.2 HIRES 2400 30
SDSSJ 112756.76+115427.1 MIKE 7620 17
SDSSJ 124410.82+172104.6 MIKE 4200 33
SDSSJ 135726.27+043541.4 MIKE 5400 25
SDSSJ 140626.60+250921.0 MIKE 1800 10
SDSSJ 155048.29+400144.9 HIRES 2400 31
SDSSJ 155304.92+354828.6 HIRES 2400 36
Optical echelle spectra of SDSSJ 080359.23+433258.3,
SDSSJ 091029.75+101413.5, SDSSJ 092554.70+400414.1,
SDSSJ 095000.73+483129.2, SDSSJ 155048.29+400144.9,
and SDSSJ 155304.92+354828.6 obtained using HIRES
(Vogt et al. 1994) on the Keck Telescopes are available in
the Keck Observatory Archive (KOA). The spectra were
obtained using a 0.86′′ slit and 2×1 binning during readout,
resulting in a spectral resolution of FWHM ≈ 6.3 km s−1at
wavelength λ < 5900 A˚. Individual pipeline-reduced echelle
orders were retrieved from the KOA, and coadded using our
own software to form a single combined echelle spectrum,
covering a wavelength range from λ ≈ 3100 A˚ to λ ≈ 5900
A˚ for each QSO. The combined spectrum was continuum
normalized using a low-order polynomial fit to the spectral
regions free of strong absorption features. A summary of
available optical echelle spectra is presented in Table 3,
which lists for each QSO the echelle spectrograph used, the
total accumulated exposure time, and the mean S/N per
resolution element at λ < 5000 A˚.
3 ABSORPTION PROPERTIES IN LRG
HALOS
The continuum-normalized UV and optical QSO spec-
tra described in § 2 provide sensitive constraints for the
properties of absorbing gas in massive quiescent halos. For
each LRG halo, we search for corresponding absorption fea-
tures in the spectrum of the background QSO over a line-of-
sight velocity interval of ±500 km s−1 from the systemic
redshift of the LRG. This search window corresponds to
≈ ± 3σv, where σv is the observed line-of-sight velocity dis-
persion of Mg II absorbing gas in LRG halos (e.g., Huang et
al. 2016). It is therefore sufficiently large to include absorp-
tion features physically connected to the LRGs.
To characterize the gas content in LRG halos, we ob-
tain two sets of measurements. First, we perform a Voigt
profile analysis, taking into account the presence of multiple
absorption components per halo, and determine N(H I) and
the Doppler parameter bH I of individual components, and
the associated measurement uncertainties. Next, we measure
the total, integrated absorption equivalent widths of differ-
ent ionic absorption transitions, which enable direct com-
parisons between absorption properties of the LRG halos in
our study and those of quiescent halos studied previously
(e.g. Gauthier & Chen 2011; Thom et al. 2012; Werk et al.
2013; Huang et al. 2016). Here we describe the absorption
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line analysis for measuring N(H I) and for constraining the
incidence of heavy ions in massive quiescent halos.
3.1 Measurements of N(H I) and bHI
The COS-LRG sample is established based on the crite-
rion that robust constraints for N(H I) can be placed based
on observations of the Lyman series lines. Specifically, obser-
vations of the flux decrement at the Lyman limit transition
provide a direct constraint for N(H I), while observations of
the Lyman absorption lines constrain the Doppler parameter
bH I. In Figures 2a&b, we present the continuum-normalized
final spectra of the LRG halos over the rest-frame spectral
range from λ<∼ 910 A˚ to Lyγ, organized with increasing pro-
jected distance from top to bottom.
For all but two sightlines (SDSSJ 080359.23+433258.3
and SDSSJ 092554.70+400414.1), the available COS data
provide a complete spectral coverage for the Lyman se-
ries transitions from Lyα to below Lyman limit1. For
SDSSJ 080359.23+433258.3, the LRG is at z = 0.2535 and
available COS spectra do not provide spectral coverage
below λ ≈ 930 A˚ at the rest frame of the LRG. How-
ever, because the absorbing gas along the QSO sightline
in this LRG halo is optically thin, observations of Lyα,
Lyβ, Lyγ and Lyδ are sufficient for constraining the N(H I)
without additional higher-order Lyman series lines. For
SDSSJ 092554.70+400414.1, the LRG occurs at z = 0.2475
and therefore available COS spectra also do not cover the
Lyman limit and higher-order Lyman series lines. However,
because the cool gas uncovered along the QSO sightline con-
tains a large neutral gas column and the Lyα absorption line
exhibits prominent damping wings, an accurate measure-
ment of N(H I) can also be obtained based on the damped
profiles.
For each LRG halo, we perform a Voigt profile anal-
ysis using a custom software. We first generate a model
absorption spectrum, including the full Lyman series and
continuum absorption beyond the Lyman limit, based on
the minimum number of discrete components needed to
explain the observed absorption profiles. Each component
is uniquely defined by three parameters: N(H I), bH I, and
the velocity centroid dvc relative to the redshift of the
strongest absorbing component zabs. The theoretical Lyman
series spectrum is then convolved with the COS line spread
function, appropriate for the lifetime position the spectra
were obtained at, and binned to the adopted pixel resolu-
tion of the data. Next, the model spectrum is compared to
the continuum-normalized COS spectrum, and the best-fit
model is found using a χ2 minimization routine. Finally,
we perform a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) analy-
sis using the emcee package (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013),
in order to assess the probability distribution of the best-
fit model parameters. The MCMC run consists of 200 steps
with an ensemble of 250 walkers, which are initialized over
a small region in the parameter space around the minimum
χ2 value. The MCMC analysis allows us to construct the
1 The LRG toward SDSSJ 124409.17+172111.9 is found at z =
0.5591 and the corresponding Lyα transition occurs at λ = 1895
A˚. Therefore, only Lyβ and higher Lyman series lines are observed
in the COS FUV channel.
marginalized probability distribution for each parameter of
the model. The sum of the best-fit Voigt profiles of indi-
vidual components is displayed in red solid line for each
LRG halo in Figures 2a&b. The best-fit N(H I) and bH I
of each component and the corresponding 68% confidence
intervals are presented in columns (8) and (9) of Table 4,
along with zabs, relative velocity vgas−gal of zabs to zLRG,
dvc, and the total N(H I) summed over all components in
columns (4) through (8). Note that while the search win-
dow in the line-of-sight velocity is large, ±500 km s−1, all
the identified absorption features fall well within this search
window with a mean and dispersion between the strongest
H I component and the LRG of 〈 vgas−gal〉 = 29 km s−1 and
σ〈 vgas−gal〉 = 171 km s
−1, consistent with the velocity dis-
persion found between Mg II absorbing gas and LRGs in the
larger SDSS LRG sample in Zhu et al. (2014) and in Huang
et al. (2016).
Three of the 16 LRGs do not exhibit any corresponding
Lyman absorption series in the search window. These are
SDSSJ 124307.36+353926.3 at z = 0.3896 and d = 102 kpc,
SDSSJ 141307.39+091956.7 at z = 0.3584 and d = 149 kpc,
and SDSSJ 125859.98+413128.2 at z = 0.2790 and d = 159
kpc. We place a sensitive 2-σ upper limit of N(H I) < 12.8
over a wavelength window of ±16 km s−1 around the ex-
pected Lyα location, approximately twice the spectral reso-
lution element of the COS spectra, using the associated 1-σ
error spectrum for these LRG halos.
Our analysis shows that high-N(H I) gas is common in
LRG halos with a median of 〈 log N(H I) 〉med = 16.6 at
d <∼ 160 kpc. The spectral coverage of the rest-frame Ly-
man limit transition proves to be critical for constraining
N(H I) in these Lyman limit and partial Lyman limit sys-
tems. The excellent agreement between the observed and
best-fit absorption profiles of the Lyman series lines and the
flux discontinuity at the Lyman limit in Figure 2a&b demon-
strates that our best estimatedN(H I) and bH I in Table 4 are
indeed accurate. In one case, SDSSJ 155048.29+400144.9 at
z = 0.3125 and d = 107 kpc, we note that the best-fit N(H I)
successfully reproduces the full Lyman series lines but pre-
dicts a larger flux decrement below the Lyman limit than
what is observed in the data by more than 1-σ. Inspecting
the acquisition image of the COS observations, we find a sec-
ond point source in the COS aperture at ≈ 0.55′′ along the
dispersion direction from the QSO. The excess flux below
the Lyman limit of the LRG can be explained if the red-
shift of this second source is below the redshift of the LRG.
We also note a second case, SDSSJ 124409.17+172111.9 at
z = 0.5591 and d = 160 kpc, for which the continuum
flux declines to zero below 909 A˚ in the rest frame of
the LRG. A Mg II absorber of rest-frame equivalent width
Wr(2796) ≈ 0.4 A˚ at z = 0.5507 toward this QSO sightline
has been known and studied extensively by several groups
(e.g., Steidel & Sargent 1992; Rao et al. 1995; Churchill et
al. 2001; Zahedy et al. 2017b). This Mg II absorber contains
a large neutral gas column of log N(H I) = 19.1 ± 0.1 as
revealed in the COS spectra, which explains the flux decre-
ment below 909 A˚ in the rest frame of the z = 0.5591 ab-
sorber.
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3.2 Absorption Equivalent Width of Heavy Ions
In addition to the hydrogen Lyman series absorption
features, we also search for associated ionic transitions for
constraining the incidence of heavy ions in massive quiescent
halos, including Mg IIλλ 2796, 2803, Si IIλ 1260, Si IIλ 1193,
Si IIIλ 1206, C IIIλ 977, and O VIλλ 1031, 1037. Figures 3a&b
presents the absorption profiles of associated Mg II doublet,
Si II, Si III, C III, and the O VI doublet transitions found in
each LRG halo, along with the hydrogen Lyα and Lyβ ab-
sorption lines, both observations and best-fit Voigt profile
models, at the top of each column for comparison. For the
three LRGs with no H I absorption detected, we included
the Voigt profiles for absorbing gas of log N(H I) = 12.8
and bH I = 15 km s
−1 for comparison. Zero velocity corre-
sponds to zabs in Table 4. For clarity, spectral regions that
are not covered by available COS spectra or contain con-
taminating features are greyed out. For H I, Mg II, Si II, and
O VI lines, two transitions are observed which enable iden-
tifications of contaminating features based on their known
relative line strengths. For Si III and C III, we rely on the
matching velocity profiles with other low-ionization lines to
identify contaminating features.
We note the excellent agreement in the velocity cen-
troids between individual components of different ionic fea-
tures, such as the Mg II absorption doublets and Si II, Si III,
and C III. Recall the issues with COS wavelength calibra-
tion described in § 2.2, which were corrected using known
Milky Way absorption features in our custom data reduc-
tion pipeline by forcing the Milky Way lines to their known
wavelengths in vacuum. Consequently, an implicit assump-
tion of this process is zero relative motion between the local
standard of rest (LSR) and the ISM gas that dominates
these absorption features. Such assumption does not exist
in ground-based echelle spectra of Mg II absorption lines,
which were calibrated using a combination of comparison
lamp and sky lines. The observed excellent agreement be-
tween Mg II absorption lines and COS observations of Si II,
Si III, and C III lines therefore indicates that the relative mo-
tion between the Milky Way gas and the LSR toward these
sightlines is indeed negligible. In addition, the matching ve-
locity profiles between H I, Mg II, and the remaining FUV
lines also provide an important additional guide for filtering
out contaminating features.
Two features are immediately clear from Figures 3a&b.
First of all, heavy ions are common in these massive qui-
escent halos. In all but one LRG with Lyα and Lyβ de-
tected, metal absorption features are also detected (see
§ 4.2 for more discussion). Secondly, while the velocity
spread of all ionic absorption components are seen to
extend up to ∆ v ≈ 200 km s−1 in three cases, e.g.,
SDSSJ 094632.40+512335.9 at z = 0.4076 and d = 42 kpc,
SDSSJ 024651.20−005914.1 at z = 0.4105 and d = 109
kpc, and SDSSJ 091029.75+101413.5 at z = 0.2641 and
d = 140 kpc, the line profiles of individual components
for all LRG halos are narrow. The observed narrow com-
ponent profiles suggest that the gas is photo-ionized. The
only exception is the O VI doublet transitions detected in
the halo of SDSSJ 094632.40+512335.9, which appear broad
(FWHM ≈ 300 km s−1) and asymmetric, indicating a dif-
ferent physical origin from the associated hydrogen and low-
ionization gas.
We measure the rest-frame total, integrated absorption
equivalent widths of both Lyα and associated ionic lines, in-
cluding Mg IIλ 2796, Si IIλ 1260, Si IIIλ 1206, C IIIλ 977, and
O VIλ 1031, that are not contaminated by other absorption
systems. A local continuum is determined using the line-free
spectral region outside of the designated line features, in or-
der to minimize systematic uncertainties due to continuum
placement error. Equivalent width measurement uncertain-
ties are then determined based on the associated 1-sigma er-
ror spectrum. For non-detections, we place a 2-σ upper limit
to the underlying absorption feature over a wavelength win-
dow of ±16 km s−1 around the expected line location, using
the associated error spectrum. The wavelength window is
chosen to cover approximately twice the spectral resolution
element of the COS spectra around the expected lines. The
absorption equivalent width measurements and associated
uncertainties are presented in columns (9) through (14) of
Table 4, along with 2-σ upper limits for non-detections. En-
tries with “...” indicate that either the absorption transitions
are not covered by available data or they are blended with
contaminating features and therefore no equivalent width
measurements are possible. For the five LRGs that have also
been studied by the COS-Halos team, equivalent width mea-
surements of these transitions have also been published in
Werk et al. (2013). Good agreements, to within 2-σ mea-
surement uncertainties are found in all but one transition.
For SDSSJ 091029.75+101413.5 at z = 0.2641 and d = 140
kpc, Werk et al. (2013) reported Wr = 282 ± 63 mA˚ for
C IIIλ 977, but we measure Wr(977) = 681 ± 48 mA˚. Com-
paring the continuum-normalized absorption profiles of our
own and those presented in Figure 3 of Werk et al. (2013),
we find that the discrepancy is likely due to a combination of
low S/N and uncertainties in the continuum normalization.
4 DISCUSSION
The absorption-line search described in § 3 has uncov-
ered strong H I absorbers in a large fraction of LRG ha-
los at z = 0.21 − 0.55. Observations of the full hydrogen
Lyman series have enabled accurate and precise measure-
ments of N(H I). The median H I column density is found
to be 〈 log N(H I)〉 = 16.6 at d <∼ 160 kpc (or d <∼ 1/3Rvir)
in these LRG halos. The line-of-sight velocity separations
between the H I absorbing gas and LRGs are characterized
by a mean and dispersion of 〈 vgas−gal〉 = 29 km s−1 and
σ〈 vgas−gal〉 = 171 km s
−1. The observed velocity dispersion
of H I gas is similar to what is observed for Mg II absorbing
gas (e.g., Zhu et al. 2014; Huang et al. 2016), but less than
the expected line-of-sight velocity dispersion for virialized
gas in these massive haloes. A suppressed velocity disper-
sion implies that the kinetic energy of the absorbing clumps
is being dissipated, possibly due to the ram-pressure drag
force as the clumps move through the hot halo. We refer the
readers to Gauthier & Chen (2011) and Huang et al. (2016)
for a discussion on the implied mass limit for the clumps.
In addition to accurate N(H I) measurements, we have
also been able to obtain accurate constraints for bH I of
individual components. The best-estimated bH I values for
optically-thick components (log N(H I) > 17.2) are all rel-
atively narrow with bH I
<
∼ 20 km s
−1, indicating a rela-
tively cool gas temperature of T <∼ 3 × 104 K. Combin-
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ing the observed H I absorption profiles with those of low-,
intermediate-, and high-ionization species provides a unique
opportunity for constraining the ionization condition, ther-
mal state, and chemical abundances of the CGM in massive
quiescent halos. A detailed ionization analysis is presented
in a subsequent paper (Zahedy et al. 2018, in preparation).
Here we discuss general halo gas properties observed around
LRGs.
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Table 4. Summary of LRG Halo Gas Properties
LRG Absorption Properties
d vgas−gal dvc bH I Wr(1215) Wr(977) Wr(1031) Wr(1206) Wr(1260) Wr(2796)
ID zLRG (kpc) zabs (km s
−1) comp. (km s−1) log N(H I) (km s−1) (mA˚) (mA˚) (mA˚) (mA˚) (mA˚) (mA˚)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15)
SDSSJ 094632.40+512335.9 0.4076 41.7 0.40701 −126 all ... 17.34± 0.01 ... 1639± 47 926± 37 800± 27 688± 54 < 420 ...
1 −63.8+4.5−4.1 14.69+0.09−0.08 27.5+3.8−3.6 ... ... ... ... ... ...
2 0.0+0.4−0.3 17.32± 0.01 12.3+0.8−0.7 ... ... ... ... ... ...
3 +54.6+4.0−5.5 16.01
+0.09
−0.10 29.9
+3.7
−3.4 ... ... ... ... ... ...
4 +132.1+10.7−18.6 15.41
+0.14
−0.09 71.4
+9.8
−6.0 ... ... ... ... ... ...
SDSSJ 140625.97+250923.2 0.4004 47.3 0.40040 0 all ... 18.04+0.14−0.04 ... 1535± 40 610± 140 ... 433± 30 192± 39 431± 67
1 −196.9+3.2−3.0 16.15± 0.22 28.6+2.4−1.9 ... ... ... ... ... ...
2 −93.3+5.6−4.8 14.15+0.14−0.17 16.6+2.6−2.2 ... ... ... ... ... ...
3 0.0+0.1−0.1 18.03
+0.15
−0.04 20.2
+1.0
−1.2 ... ... ... ... ... ...
4 +82.7+4.0−5.4 15.68
+0.23
−0.22 26.8
+3.0
−2.4 ... ... ... ... ... ...
SDSSJ 111132.33+554712.8 0.4629 77.1 0.46352 +127 all ... 17.82± 0.01 ... 876± 27 401± 5 67± 10 362± 21 ... ...
1 −92.1+1.6−1.3 15.73± 0.03 20.1+1.1−1.0 ... ... ... ... ... ...
2 −30.4+2.5−3.0 16.32+0.06−0.08 23.9+1.7−2.0 ... ... ... ... ... ...
3 0.0+0.6−0.8 17.80± 0.01 14.8+0.4−0.3 ... ... ... ... ... ...
SDSSJ 080357.74+433309.9 0.2535 78.5 0.25330 −48 1 0.0+2.4−3.0 14.77± 0.05 42.7+3.8−2.4 591± 18 175± 23 ... < 48 < 68 < 29
SDSSJ 092554.18+400353.4 0.2475 83.7 0.24769 +46 1 0.0± 1.7 19.58± 0.02 36.2+0.7−0.6 3327± 58 > 474 ... 565± 19 730± 37 1129± 24
SDSSJ 095000.86+483102.2 0.2119 93.7 0.21169 −52 all ... 18.52+0.05−0.10 ... 1353± 27 689± 15 206± 14 500± 28 312± 16 584± 12
1 −96.9+9.5−3.1 15.43+0.13−0.05 25.8+6.2−2.5 ... ... ... ... ... ...
2 0.0+0.7−0.5 18.52
+0.05
−0.10 24.7
+0.8
−1.0 ... ... ... ... ... ...
3 +95.9+2.6−5.0 15.06
+0.11
−0.07 14.4
+3.4
−1.7 ... ... ... ... ... ...
SDSSJ 112755.83+115438.3 0.4237 98.7 0.42461 +192 all ... 15.81± 0.06 ... 680± 31 185± 10 54± 12 90± 33 ... 62± 26
1 −64.4+4.6−3.6 15.45+0.07−0.06 29.0+3.3−2.5 ... ... ... ... ... ...
2 0.0+3.5−3.4 15.56
+0.07
−0.11 16.9
+2.4
−2.3 ... ... ... ... ... ...
SDSSJ 124307.36+353926.3 0.3896 102.2 0.3896 ... ... 0.0 < 12.8 15a < 19 < 12 < 8 < 18 < 34 ...
SDSSJ 155047.70+400122.6 0.3125 106.7 0.31282 +73 all ... 16.61± 0.04 ... 1264± 24 445± 27 72± 23 360± 26 < 105 196± 11
1 −57.1+3.3−3.0 16.21± 0.06 39.1+1.8−1.7 ... ... ... ... ... ...
2 0.0± 0.1 16.38+0.07−0.08 13.1± 1.0 ... ... ... ... ... ...
3 +83.2+4.8−7.3 14.58± 0.05 54.1+7.1−4.3 ... ... ... ... ... ...
SDSSJ 024651.20−005914.1 0.4105 108.6 0.41168 +251 all ... 17.21± 0.01 ... 1573± 34 365± 26 45± 8 144± 42 146± 32 84± 15
1 −310.6+6.5−5.5 13.96± 0.06 59.0+3.1−2.5 ... ... ... ... ... ...
2 −229.8+0.8−0.7 16.49+0.06−0.05 17.4± 0.3 ... ... ... ... ... ...
3 −128.5+0.7−0.9 14.04± 0.05 37.2+1.1−1.4 ... ... ... ... ... ...
4 +0.0+0.9−0.8 17.11
+0.01
−0.02 16.6± 0.4 ... ... ... ... ... ...
5 +52.5+2.5−2.0 15.62
+0.07
−0.08 24.2
+0.8
−0.9 ... ... ... ... ... ...
SDSSJ 135727.27+043603.3 0.3296 125.9 0.32869 −205 1 0.0± 0.4 17.483± 0.002 18.3± 0.2 686± 34 < 24 < 22 < 46 < 47 < 54
SDSSJ 091027.70+101357.2 0.2641 140.1 0.26341 −164 all ... 16.65+0.34−0.24 ... 1198± 38 681± 48c ... 214± 60 73± 30 145± 18
1 0.0± 0.7 16.63+0.35−0.25 14.9+1.0−1.5 ... ... ... ... ... ...
2 +91.5+2.9−2.8 14.34
+0.15
−0.16 19.2
+2.6
−2.7 ... ... ... ... ... ...
3 +218.7+2.3−2.8 15.11
+0.09
−0.10 40.5
+2.9
−2.1 ... ... ... ... ... ...
SDSSJ 141307.39+091956.7 0.3584 149.2 0.3584 ... ... 0.0 < 12.8 15a < 25 < 9 < 6 < 12 < 17 ...
SDSSJ 155304.32+354853.9 0.4736 155.9 0.47540 +366 1 0.0+1.1−1.2 15.64± 0.04 22.9+1.2−1.0 638± 76 206± 12 75± 25 < 119 ... 49± 8
SDSSJ 125859.98+413128.2 0.2790 159.1 0.2790 ... ... 0.0 < 12.8 15a < 15 < 13 < 14 < 14 < 21 ...
SDSSJ 124409.17+172111.9 0.5591 160.1 0.55851 −113 1 0.0+1.3−1.4 15.98± 0.03 30.2+1.9−1.7 416b 306± 14 ... ... ... 130± 5
aThe purpose of specifying the b value here is for generating the Voigt profile displayed in Figures 2 & 3 for the non-detections.
bLyα is not covered by the available COS spectrum; Wr(1215) is inferred from the best-fit log N(H I) and b.
cWerk et al. (2013) reported Wr(977) = 282± 63 mA˚ for this feature. The discrepancy is likely due to a combination of low S/N and uncertainties in the continuum normalization.
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4.1 Optically-thick gas in LRG Halos
Our survey shows not only that H I absorbers are fre-
quently seen at d < 160 kpc in LRG halos, but that a large
fraction (7/16) of these absorbers are also optically thick to
ionizing radiation field with log N(H I) > 17.2, correspond-
ing to an optical depth at the Lyman edge of τ912 > 1. Such
a high rate of incidence exceeds the expectation from ran-
dom background counts. We estimate the expected number
of random Lyman limit systems (LLS) in the redshift range
surveyed in the COS-LRG sample by adopting the num-
ber density of z < 1 LLS from Ribaudo et al. (2011a) and
Shull et al. (2017). Over the search window of ±500 km s−1
around 16 LRGs at z ≈ 0.4, we only expect to find between
0.02 and 0.04 LLS over the entire COS-LRG sample.
In addition, the observed large clustering amplitude of
LRGs (e.g., Zheng et al. 2007; Padmanabhan et al. 2007;
Gauthier et al. 2009) also indicates that there are on av-
erage more lower-mass galaxies clustered around the LRGs
than typical L∗ galaxies on scales of Mpc and, through red-
shift space distortions, absorbing gas in these correlated ha-
los could contribute to the detection statistics around LRGs.
No clustering measurements are available for LLS at low red-
shifts. We therefore infer the contribution from correlated
galaxy halos from observations of Mg II in the outskirts of
galaxy clusters (Lopez et al. 2008; see also Muzahid et al.
2017). Lopez et al. (2008) reported a factor of 4 − 9 over-
abundances in strong Mg II absorbers (Wr(2796) > 1 A˚)
at d < 1 Mpc from galaxy clusters. Taking into account
possible enhancement due to clustering leads to a total of
between 0.08 and 0.36 expected random and correlated LLS
over the ±500 km s−1 velocity window along 16 LRG sight-
lines. This relatively small number of expected LLS from
random and correlated counts, in contrast to seven LLS de-
tected at d < 160 kpc and |vgas−gal| <∼ 350 km s−1 from 16
LRGs, provides a strong support for a physical connection
between the observed optically-thick gas and the LRGs.
We present the spatial distribution of N(H I) as a func-
tion of d for the COS-LRG sample in Figure 4a. For com-
parison, we also include the COS-Halos red galaxies (Thom
et al. 2012) with updated N(H I) from Prochaska et al.
(2017). In Figure 4b, we show the distribution of N(H I)
versus Mstar for both samples. No correlation is found be-
tween N(H I) and Mstar. Recall that COS-LRG sample is
uniformly defined to have log Mstar /M >∼ 11 with a me-
dian and dispersion of 〈 log Mstar /M 〉COS−LRG = 11.2
and σ〈 log Mstar /M 〉COS−LRG = 0.2 dex at z = 0.21− 0.55,
while the COS-Halos red sample includes a large frac-
tion of lower-mass galaxies with a median and disper-
sion of 〈 log Mstar /M 〉COS−HalosRed = 10.8 ± 0.3 and
σ〈 log Mstar /M 〉COS−HalosRed = 0.3 dex at z = 0.14 − 0.27.
While there exists a substantial scatter in the observed
N(H I), a large fraction of the COS-LRG and the COS-Halos
red samples contain optically-thick gas at d<∼ 100 kpc and a
general declining trend of N(H I) is also seen toward larger
distances.
We determine the covering fraction and associated un-
certainties of optically-thick gas in massive quiescent ha-
los following the maximum-likelihood approach described in
Chen et al. (2010). The likelihood of observing an ensem-
ble of LRGs with n showing associated LLS and m non-
COS-Halos Red
COS-LRG
(a)
(b)
Figure 4. Top: The observed spatial distribution of N(H I) as a
function of projected distance d for the COS-LRG sample (filled
circles), in comparison to those found for the COS-Halos red
galaxies (red diamonds; Thom et al. 2012). Downward arrows
represents a 2-σ upper limit to the underlying N(H I) for halos
with no Lyα absorption line detected. The COS-Halos measure-
ments have been updated based on the report of Prochaska et
al. (2017). For two of the COS-Halos red galaxies, the avail-
able Lyman series lines are all saturated and therefore only
lower limits to N(H I) are available. These are shown as upward
arrows. Bottom: Distribution of N(H I) versus Mstar for both
COS-LRG and COS-Halos red samples. Recall that COS LRGs
form a mass-limited sample of log Mstar >∼ 11 with a median of
〈 log Mstar /M 〉COS−LRG = 11.2 at z = 0.2 − 0.55, while the
COS-Halos red sample includes predominantly lower-mass galax-
ies with a median of 〈 log Mstar /M 〉COS−HalosRed = 10.8 at
z = 0.14 − 0.27. No correlation is found between N(H I) and
Mstar.
detections is given by
L(κLLS) = 〈κ〉nLLS[1− 〈κ〉LLS]m. (1)
The full COS-LRG sample probes the LRG halos out to
d ≈ 160 kpc (or d ≈ 1/3Rvir). Based on the detections
of LLS in seven of the 16 LRG halos, we estimate a mean
covering fraction of optically-thick gas of 〈κ〉LLS = 0.44+0.12−0.11
at d<∼ 160 kpc. The error bars represent the 68% confidence
interval. In the inner halos, where we detect LLS in five of
the seven LRG halos, the mean covering fraction is 〈κ〉LLS =
0.71+0.11−0.20 at d
<
∼ 100 kpc. We note that excluding five COS-
Halos red galaxies does not change the results. We estimate
MNRAS 000, 1–19 (2017)
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〈κ〉LLS = 0.45+0.14−0.13 at d <∼ 160 kpc based on five detections
of LLS around 11 randomly selected LRGs.
The observed covering fraction of optically-thick gas in
massive quiescent halos at z ≈ 0.4 is surprisingly consis-
tent with the measurement of 〈κ〉LLS = 0.6+0.2−0.1 at d <∼ 80
kpc from L∗ and sub-L∗ star-forming galaxies at z ≈ 0.2
from the COS-Halos survey (e.g., Prochaska et al. 2017). It
is also very comparable to 〈κ〉LLS = 0.64+0.07−0.10 observed at
d <∼ 122 kpc in quasar host halos (e.g., Hennawi et al. 2006;
Prochaska et al. 2013) and 〈κ〉LLS = 0.30 ± 0.14 observed
at d <∼ Rvir in halos hosting starburst galaxies at z ≈ 2.3
(e.g., Rudie et al. 2012). Quasars are typically found to re-
side in dark matter halos of mass Mh ∼ 1012.5 M (e.g.,
White et al. 2012), while the targeted starburst galaxies at
z ≈ 2.3 have a characteristic halo mass of Mh ∼ 1012 M
(e.g., Adelberger et al. 2005). Both populations reside in
lower-mass halos at z > 2 than the LRGs at z ≈ 0.4. To
reproduce the observed high gas covering fraction in these
distant halos in cosmological simulations, it is necessary to
invoke energetic feedback due to either active galactic nuclei
(AGN) in quasar host galaxies (e.g., Rahmati et al. 2015)
or massive stars (e.g., Faucher-Gigue`re et al. (2016). The
quiescent state of the LRGs makes either AGN or stellar
feedback a challenging scenario for explaining the frequent
appearance of optically-thick gas in these massive halos.
At the same time, we note the stark contrast between
LRG halos at z ≈ 0.4 and the M31 halo. For the M31 halo,
the covering fraction of optically-thick gas is constrained to
be < 5% based on deep 21 cm surveys (Howk et al. 2017),
while the covering fraction of Si III absorbing gas is found to
approach unity from absorption spectroscopy of background
QSOs (Lehner et al. 2015). The lack of optically-thick gas
coupled with a high covering fraction of heavy ions suggests
that either the halo gas is highly ionized or the absorbing
clouds are significantly smaller than the beam size (≈ 2 kpc
in diameter) of the 21 cm observations (e.g., Rigby et al.
2002; Stern et al. 2016). M31 with a star formation rate
(SFR) of ≈ 0.4 M yr−1 (e.g., Barmby et al. 2006; Rahmani
et al. 2016) resides in a dark matter halo of Mh ≈ 1012 M
(e.g., Watkins et al. 2010; Sofue 2015). A lack of optically-
thick gas would be qualitatively consistent with the observed
low SFR in M31 disk, but different from what is observed
for massive quiescent halos at z ≈ 0.4.
With the observed large covering fraction of optically-
thick gas in LRG halos, we proceed to evaluate the fractional
contribution of LRGs to the LLS observed along random
QSO sightlines. The expected number of LLS per unit red-
shift per line of sight originating in LRG halos is computed
following
nLLS(LRG) =
c
H0
(1 + z)2√
ΩM (1 + z)3 + ΩΛ
×∫ ∞
Lmin
dLφ(L)〈κ〉LLS(piR2gas), (2)
where c is the speed of light, φ(L) is the LRG luminosity
function, Rgas is the radius of gaseous halos, and Lmin is the
minimum luminosity of LRGs which is approximately 3L∗
for the COS-LRG sample, with a corresponding absolute i-
band magnitude of Mi = −22.6. Here we have assumed that
the gas cross section does not vary significantly with lumi-
nosity. Adopting the LRG luminosity function of Montero-
Dorta et al. (2016), which is characterized by Mi∗ = −21.4
and φ∗ = 7.58× 10−4 Mpc−3, we find nLLS(LRG) ≈ 0.0053
for Rgas = 160 kpc and 〈κ〉LLS = 0.44. The observed number
density of LLS with log N(H I) > 17.2 is nLLS = 0.36 − 0.5
at z < 1 from Ribaudo et al. (2011a) and Shull et al. (2017).
We therefore conclude that despite a high covering fraction
of optically-thick gas in the inner 160 kpc in radius of mas-
sive quiescent halos, these objects are too rare to contribute
more than 2% of the observed LLS at z < 1 along random
QSO sightlines.
4.2 Incidence of Heavy Ions around LRGs
A primary motivation of the COS-LRG program is to
understand the origin and significance of Mg II absorbers
found in LRG halos (e.g., Gauthier et al. 2009, 2010, Gau-
thier & Chen 2011; Bowen & Chelouche 2011; Huang et al.
2016). The COS-LRG sample is established without prior
knowledge of the presence/absence of any absorption fea-
tures in the halos, including metal absorption lines. It there-
fore provides a necessary baseline calibration for characteriz-
ing the significance of metal-line absorbers in these massive
quiescent halos. The expanded spectral coverage from com-
bining COS FUV and ground-based echelle spectra also pro-
vides empirical constraints for multiple ionization species,
from singly-ionized silicon and magnesium, to twice-ionized
carbon and silicon, and to highly-ionized O5+.
Figure 5 shows the rest-frame absorption equivalent
width, Wr versus d for Lyα and associated metal absorption
features, including Mg IIλ 2796, Si IIλ 1260, Si IIIλ 1206,
C IIIλ 977, and O VIλ 1031. For all but one LRG halos with
H I absorbers detected, associated metal absorption fea-
tures are also detected with intermediate ions revealed by
C IIIλ 977 and Si IIIλ 1206 being the most dominant ioniza-
tion state, exceeding both low-ionization gas probed by Mg II
and highly-ionized gas probed by O VI. For the three LRGs
without an H I absorber detected, no metal absorption lines
are found to sensitive upper limits.
SDSSJ 135726.27+043541.4 at z = 0.3296 and d = 126
kpc is the only LRG displaying no trace of metal absorption
lines to 2-σ limits of < 0.09 A˚, while showing a strong Ly-
man absorption series with log N(H I) = 17.5. The presence
of optically-thick gas combined with a complete absence of
ionic absorption features places a stringent upper limit of gas
metallicity at <∼0.3% solar (see Zahedy et al. 2018 in prepara-
tion), representing the lowest-metallicity gas detected near a
luminous galaxy at intermediate redshift (cf. Ribaudo et al.
2011b; Prochaska et al. 2017). This low metallicity is among
the most metal-poor LLS at z < 1 (e.g., Wotta et al. 2016)
and suggests that the absorber originates in inflows of pris-
tine IGM into the LRG halo (e.g., Hafen et al. 2017). The
detection of a chemically-pristine Lyman limit absorber at
z = 0.33 also shows that intergalactic medium at z < 1 may
not be as chemically-enriched as previously thought (e.g.,
Shull et al. 2014; Lehner 2017).
The presence of heavy ions in all but one COS LRG halo
with strong H I absorbers indicates a wide spread chemical
enrichment in these massive quiescent halos. An early result
of the COS-Halos survey is the O VI “bimodality” in galaxy
halos (Tumlinson et al. 2011): galaxies with higher specific-
SFR exhibit on average stronger O VI absorption features
in their halos than those with low specific-SFR. This phe-
MNRAS 000, 1–19 (2017)
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COS-LRG
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SiII
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Lyα
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(b)
(c)
Figure 5. Measurements of rest-frame absorption equiva-
lent width, Wr versus d for different absorption transitions.
Panel (a) presents low-ionization Mg IIλ 2796 (open diamonds)
and Si IIλ 1260 (filled triangles) transitions; panel (b) presents
intermediate-ionization Si IIIλ 1206 (filled squares) and C IIIλ 977
(filled pentagons) transitions; and panel (c) presents high-
ionization O VIλ 1031 transitions (star symbols). Measurements
for Lyα (black circles) are included in all three panels for compar-
isons. For SDSSJ 124409.17+172111.9 at z = 0.5591 and d = 160
kpc, Wr(1215) is shown as an open circle because Lyα is not
covered by the available COS spectrum and Wr(1215) is inferred
from the best-fit log N(H I) and b. For all but one LRG halos
with Lyα detected, associated metal absorption lines are also de-
tected with C IIIλ 977 and Si IIIλ 1206 being the two most dom-
inant features. The only exception is SDSSJ 135726.27+043541.4
at z = 0.3296 and d = 126 kpc for which optically-thick gas is
present with log N(H I) = 17.5 but no metal absorption lines are
detected to 2-σ limits of < 0.05 A˚.
nomenon is commonly attributed to a causal connection be-
tween star formation in galaxies and stellar-feedback driven
chemical enrichment in galaxy halos (e.g., Ford et al. 2013;
Suresh et al. 2015), in which case the observed heavy ele-
ments in galaxy halos are ejected from galaxies by newly
formed young stars and the origin of heavy elements in qui-
escent halos remains unknown. Alternatively, because low
specific-SFR galaxies in the COS-Halos sample are also more
massive than their star-forming counterparts, the deficit of
strong O VI absorption observed in these passive galaxies can
also be understood as due to oxygen being ionized to higher
ionization states (e.g., Oppenheimer et al. 2016). In this
case, the presence/absence of O VI is not directly connected
to star formation or AGN feedback, but it requires the CGM
to be pre-enriched to >∼ 1/10 solar at < Rvir. Adopting
an equivalent width threshold of 0.1 A˚, we estimate a mean
LINER-LRG
COS-LRG
passive-LRG
Figure 6. Comparison of rest-frame absorption equivalent width,
Wr(2796) versus d for 11 COS LRGs (orange circles) with
ground-based echelle absorption spectra available and the SDSS
LRG samples from Huang et al. (2016). Recall that roughly 10%
of LRGs exhibit LINER features (e.g., Johnston et al. 2008; Hodge
et al. 2008). These LINER-like galaxies are shown in green cir-
cles, while the remaining 90% of passive LRGs are shown in red.
Available echelle spectra for the COS LRGs have allowed us to
uncover very weak Mg II absorption features of total integrated
Wr(2796) >∼ 0.05 A˚ that have been previously missed in SDSS
spectra. While only three of the 11 COS LRGs have associated
Mg II absorbers of Wr(2796) > 0.3 A˚, only two of these galaxies
without associated Mg II absorption detected to a 2-σ upper limit
of Wr(2796) ≈ 50 mA˚.
gas covering fraction of 〈κ(O VI)〉0.1 = 0.18+0.16−0.06, consistent
with the finding for COS-Halos red galaxies (e.g., Werk et
al. 2013). While quiescent galaxies exhibit on average fewer
strong O VI absorbers of column density log N(O VI) > 14
than star-forming galaxies at d < 160 kpc, the mean gas
covering fraction of moderately strong O VI absorbers of
log N(O VI) > 13.5 is found to remain high at ≈ 50% in
quiescent halos (Johnson et al. 2015b).
Of the 16 galaxies in the COS-LRG sample, five do not
have constraints for O VI absorption because the spectral
regions are contaminated by either geocoronal emission or
other strong features. For the 11 LRGs with available con-
straints on the O VI absorption strength, six have associ-
ated O VI absorbers of Wr(1031) > 0.05 A˚, corresponding
roughly to log N(O VI) > 13.5 under the linear curve-of-
growth assumption. We estimate a mean covering fraction
of 〈κ(O VI)〉0.05 = 0.55+0.13−0.14, extending previous findings to
higher-mass quiescent galaxies.
Similarly, 11 of the 16 QSO-LRG pairs have optical
echelle spectra of the QSOs available for constraining the ab-
sorption strengths of the associated Mg II lines. These high
signal-to-noise (S/N) and high spectral resolution echelle
spectra have allowed us both to uncover very weak Mg II
absorption features of total integrated Wr(2796)
>
∼ 0.05 A˚
that have been previously missed in SDSS spectra and to
resolve individual components (see Figure 3). While only
three of the 11 COS LRGs have associated Mg II absorbers
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of Wr(2796) > 0.3 A˚, only two of these LRGs do not have
associated Mg II absorption detected to a 2-σ upper limit
of Wr(2796) ≈ 50 mA˚. Figure 6 presents a comparison of
Wr(2796) versus d between the COS-LRG sample and the
SDSS LRG samples, both passive (red symbols) and LINER-
like (green), from Huang et al. (2016).
The mean covering fraction of Mg II absorbing gas at
d<∼160 kpc is found to be 〈κ(Mg II)〉0.3 = 0.27+0.16−0.09 for a min-
imum absorption equivalent width W0 = 0.3 A˚, consistent
with the mean covering fraction found using the full SDSS
LRG sample from Huang et al. (2016). For a more sensitive
limit of W0 = 0.1 A˚, we estimate 〈κ(Mg II)〉0.1 = 0.55+0.13−0.14
at d < 160 kpc, comparable to what is observed in lower-
mass, star-forming galaxies (e.g., Chen et al. 2010; Werk et
al. 2013). As a cautionary note, none of the three “transpar-
ent” halos with no detectable Lyα have optical echelle spec-
tra available. Consequently, these LRGs do not contribute
to the estimates of Mg II gas covering fraction here. The
estimated mean value above therefore likely represents an
upper limit to the true value. Including the three “transpar-
ent” halos as non-detections in Mg II places a lower limit at
〈κ(Mg II)〉0.1 > 0.43. Combining these limits, we therefore
infer a mean covering fraction of Mg II absorbing gas in the
range of 〈κ(Mg II)〉0.1 ≈ 0.4− 0.55 in LRG halos.
A surprising finding of the COS-LRG survey is the sig-
nificantly higher incidence of C III than Mg II absorption fea-
tures around LRGs, indicating that chemically-enriched cool
gas is more abundant in these massive quiescent halos than
previously thought from searches of associated Mg II absorp-
tion. Twelve of the 16 LRGs in the sample exhibit associated
C III with Wr(977) > 0.1 A˚, leading to a mean covering frac-
tion of 〈κ(C III)〉0.1 = 0.75+0.08−0.13 for a minimum rest-frame
absorption equivalent width of W0 = 0.1 A˚ at d
<
∼ 160 kpc.
The observed high covering fraction of C III absorbing gas
in LRG halos is comparable with what is reported for COS-
Halos red galaxies with 〈κ(C III)COS−Halosred〉0.1 = 0.79+0.11−0.31
by Werk et al. (2013), which is also statistically consis-
tent with what is seen in COS-Halos blue galaxies with
〈κ(C III)COS−Halosblue〉0.1 = 0.90 ± 0.07 in the COS-Halos
survey. While many of the detected C III lines are saturated
and therefore only lower limits to the underlying ionic col-
umn density N(C III) can be obtained, C III, unlike O VI, does
not appear to show a strong bimodality in galaxy halos.
Similarly, Si IIIλ 1206 also appears to be dominant, al-
though available COS spectra do not provide comparable
sensitivities for placing as strong constraints for Wr(1206)
as for C IIIλ 977. Adopting a minimum rest-frame absorption
equivalent width of W0 = 0.1 A˚ for Si III, we conservatively
estimate a mean gas covering fraction of 〈κ(Si III)〉0.1 =
0.4−0.7, similar to what was found for COS-Halos red galax-
ies (e.g., Werk et al. 2013).
4.3 Implications
The dominant presence of intermediate ions revealed
by C III and Si III absorption constrains the temperature of
the absorbing gas to be T <∼ 3 × 104 K under either colli-
sional or photo-ionization scenarios (see e.g., Oppenheimer
& Schaye 2013). This is in contrast to T >∼ 10
6.5 K expected
for the hot halo as a result of gravitational heating, and
supports a multi-phase halo model, in which cool absorb-
ing clouds are pressure-confined in a hot medium. Under a
pressure equilibrium, this would imply a density contrast
between cool clouds and the hot halo of ∼ 100 : 1. While
dense, cool clouds are expected to fall in a low-density hot
halo, whether or not they can reach the galaxy to fuel star
formation depends on the infall time relative to the disrup-
tion time (e.g., Maller & Bullock 2004). Under a simple hy-
drostatic equilibrium assumption, Gauthier & Chen (2011)
calculated the minimum mass required for cool clouds to sur-
vive thermal conduction from the surrounding hot medium.
They found a minimum mass of Mcl
>
∼ 10
6 M. On the other
hand, Huang et al. (2016) reported that the velocity dis-
persion of Mg II absorbing gas relative to the host LRGs
is suppressed in comparison to the expectations from virial
motion. These authors attributed the suppressed velocity
dispersion to ram-pressure drag force and inferred a max-
imum cloud mass of Mcl ≈ 5 × 104 M. While combining
these calculations suggests that the majority of cool clouds
formed at large distances may not be sufficiently massive
to survive the hot halo during infall, we note that the re-
sults of these calculations depend sensitively on the model
assumptions of the properties of the hot halo and how cool
clouds form (e.g., Brighenti & Mathews 2003). Recall that
high column density gas is detected at d < 20 kpc around
massive lensing galaxies at z ≈ 0.4 (e.g., Zahedy et al. 2016,
2017a) and in nearby ellipticals (e.g., Oosterloo et al. 2010;
Serra et al. 2012; Young et al. 2014).
We note that while our study focuses entirely on LRGs
selected by their quiescent state, the results bear signif-
icantly on our overall understanding of feedback mecha-
nisms in galaxy halos. More than 90% of massive galaxies
with Mstar
>
∼ 10
11 M in the local universe are observed to
contain primarily evolved stellar populations with little on-
going star formation (e.g., Peng et al. 2010; Tinker et al.
2013). The results from our study can therefore be applied
broadly to massive halos of Mstar
>
∼ 10
11 M, but in the still
higher-mass galaxy cluster regime observations have yielded
very different results (see e.g., Yoon et al. 2012; Burchett et
al. 2018). In addition, the LRGs also provide a unique sam-
ple for identifying additional physical mechanisms, beyond
starburst and AGN feedback, that produce the observed
optically-thick clouds and heavy ions in galactic halos. A
joint study of the ionization state of the gas and the galaxy
environment is the next important step for obtaining key
insights into these underlying feedback mechanisms.
5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have carried out an absorption-line survey of cool
gas in halos around a mass-limited sample of LRGs with
log Mstar > 11 at z = 0.21 − 0.55. The LRGs are selected
with no prior knowledge of the presence/absence of any ab-
sorption features. Our program is designed such that accu-
rate and precise measurements of N(H I) are possible based
on observations of the full hydrogen Lyman series. Our anal-
ysis shows that not only H I absorbers are frequently seen
at d < 160 kpc (or d < 1/3Rvir) in LRG halos, but a large
fraction (7/16) of these absorbers are also optically thick to
ionizing radiation field with log N(H I) > 17.2. In addition,
all but one LRGs with detected H I absorption also exhibit
associated metal-line absorption features, indicating a wide
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spread chemical enrichment in these massive quiescent ha-
los. The main findings of our survey are summarized below.
(1) The mean covering fraction of optically-thick gas is
〈κ〉LLS = 0.44+0.12−0.11 at d <∼ 160 kpc and 〈κ〉LLS = 0.71+0.11−0.20
at d <∼ 100 kpc in LRG halos. These numbers are consistent
with the high covering fraction of 〈κ〉LLS = 0.6+0.2−0.1 observed
at d <∼ 80 kpc from L∗ and sub-L∗ star-forming galaxies at
z ≈ 0.2 from the COS-Halos survey.
(2) Intermediate ions probed by C III and Si III are the
most prominent UV ionic features in these massive quies-
cent halos with a mean covering fraction of 〈κ(C III)〉0.1 =
0.75+0.08−0.13 for Wr(977) > 0.1 A˚ at d < 160 kpc, compara-
ble to what is seen for C III in L∗ and sub-L∗ star-forming
and red galaxies but exceeding what is typically observed for
strong Mg II or O VI absorbing gas around massive quiescent
galaxies.
(3) While quiescent galaxies exhibit on average fewer
strong O VI absorbers of column density log N(O VI) > 14
than star-forming galaxies at d < 160 kpc, the mean gas
covering fraction of moderately strong O VI absorbers of
log N(O VI) > 13.5 is found to remain high with a mean
covering fraction of 〈κ(O VI)〉0.05 = 0.55+0.13−0.14.
(4) The mean covering fraction of Mg II absorbing gas
at d <∼ 160 kpc is found to be 〈κ(Mg II)〉0.3 = 0.27+0.16−0.09 for
Wr(2796) > 0.3 A˚, consistent with the mean covering frac-
tion found using the full SDSS LRG sample. For absorbing
gas of Wr(2796) > 0.1 A˚, the mean covering fraction at
d < 160 kpc is 〈κ(Mg II)〉0.1 = 0.55+0.13−0.14, comparable to
what is observed in lower-mass, star-forming galaxies.
In conclusion, the COS-LRG survey has uncovered a
high incidence of chemically-enriched cool (T ∼ 104−5 K)
gas in massive quiescent halos hosting LRGs at z ≈ 0.4. A
significant fraction of this chemically-enriched gas is opti-
cally thick to ionizing photons. It shows that massive quies-
cent halos contain widespread chemically-enriched cool gas.
No clear presence of bimodality is found between blue star-
forming and red quiescent galaxies in their H I gas content
or in the incidence of intermediate ions.
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